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Study’s Relevance  is determined by the choice between the adaptation of

the text and the cultural component maintenance while translating fiction writing.

Purpose:  the  paper  aims  at  examining  the  adaptation  and  the  stylistic

accommodation as translation techniques to achieve the translation adequacy of

“The  Diamond as  Big  as  the  Ritz”  by F.  S.  Fitzgerald  while  translating  from

English into Russian, and analising cultural components translation techniques in

the novel “Shadow of the Moon” by M. M. Kaye.

Tasks are as following:

1. to examine the adaptation as a way to achieve the translation equivalence;

2. to examine the stylistic accommodation as a type of translation;

3. to  examine  the  necessity  of  the  adaptation  and  the  stylistic

accommodation;

4. to look into the cultural component concept and ways of its translation

from English into Russian;

5. to introduce F. S. Fitzgerald’s personal writing style;

6. to identify the usage of the adaptation and the stylistic accommodation in

novella “The Diamond as Big as the Ritz” by F. S. Fitzgerald.

7. to introduce M. M. Kaye’s personal writing style;

8. to  analyse  cultural  components  translation  in  novel  “Shadow  of  the

Moon” by M. M. Kaye.



The theoretical significance bases on the fact that future translators will

find the information about the adaptation, stylistic accommodation, and cultural

component concept useful for examination, and the knowledge of these translation

issues and the practical skills will be conducive to increasing the quality of fiction

writing translation.

The practical significance is determined by the fact that the analyzed

theory and the examples of the adaptation, stylistic accommodation, and cultural

component translation can be used at classes on the theory and translation practice.

The  results  of  the  study contribute  to  the  better  comprehension  of  the

adaptation  and  cultural  component  concept,  their  peculiarities  and  translation

process challenges.

Recommendations: Bachelor and Master of Translation Institutes as well as

linguists with interests in this topic can make use of the theoretical and practical

results of this study.


